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MOVEMENT OF WATER IN GLACIERS* 

By R . L. SHREVE 

(University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024, U .S.A.) 

ABSTRACT. A ne twork of p assages situa ted along three-grain intersections enables water to percolate 
through temperate glacier ice. The deformability of the ice a llows the passages to expand and con tract in 
response to cha nges in pressure, a nd melting o f the passage walls by heat generated by viscous dissipa tion 
and carri ed by above-freez ing water causes the larger passages gradually to increase in size a t the expense 
of the small er ones. Thus, the behavior of the passages is primarily the result o f three basic characteristics: 
( I) the capacity o f the system continua lly adj usts, though not instantly, to fluctuations in the supply o f melt 
water; (2) the direc tion of movement of the wa ter is d etermined mainly by the a mbient pressure in the ice, 
which in turn is governed primarily by the slo pe of the ice surface a nd secondarily by the local topogra phy 
of the glac ier bed ; and, most importan t, (3) the ne twork of passages tends in time to become a rborescent, 
with a superglacia l part much like an ordinary river sys tem in a karst region, an englacial part comprised 
of Iree-like systems of passages penetrating the ice from bed to surface, and a subglacia l pa r t consisting of 
tunnels in the ice carrying water a nd sedimen t a long the glacier bed. These cha rac teristics indica te that a 
shee t-like basa l water layer under a glacier would normally be unstab le, the stable form being tunnels: 
a nd they expla in, among o ther things, why ice-marginal melt-water streams and la kes a re so common, 
why eskers, which are generally considered to ha ve formed in subglac ia l passages, trend in the general 
direction of ice fl ow with a tendency to follow va lley floors and to cross divides at their lowes t points, why 
they a re typically discontinuous where they cross ridge crests, why they sometimes con tain fragments from 
bedrock outcrops near the esker but no t actually crossed by it, a nd why they seem to be formed mostly 
during the later stages of glaciation. 

RESUME. Mouvemen/ de L'eall dans les glaciers. Un reseau de canaux situes le long des lignes d e contact 
entre tro is grains perm et a I'eau d e percoler a travers la glace des glaciers temperes. G race a la capaci te 
de deforma tion de la glace, ces canaux peuven t se dilater ou se contracter selon les variations d e press ion; 
la chaleur engendree par l'ecoulement visqueux et transportee par I'eau a u-dessus de son point de fusion 
entra ine la fusion des pa rois des canaux et a boutit a accroitre les d imensions des plus grands cana ux aux 
depens des plus petits. Ainsi, le comportement d es cana ux est en premier lieu le resultat de trois ca rac
teristiques fond amentales : ( I) la capacite pour le systeme de s'ajuster continuellement, quoique non 
instantanement, aux fluctuations dans les apports d'eau de fusion ; (2) la direction du mouvement d e I'eau 
es t dberminee surtout par la pression ambia nte da ns la glace qui a son tour est gouvernee d 'abord par la 
pente d e la surface d e la g lace puis par la topographic locale du li t glaciaire; enfin , et c'est le plus important, 
(3) le reseau des canaux tend, avec le temps, a devenir a rborescent avec une partie superficielle ressemblan t 
bea ucoup a un reseau hydrographique da ns une region kars tique, une partie intraglacia ire composee d ' un 
systeme de canaux en forme d'arbre penetrant la g lace du fond vers la surface, et une partie sous-glacia ire 
consistant en tunnels d a ns la glace charria nt d e l' eau et des sediments le long du lit glaciaire. Ces ca ra c
teristiques indiquen t qu 'un n iveau d 'eau e tendu comme un drap sur le lit d ' un glacier d evra it normalement 
etre une formation instable, la form e stable e ta nt celle des tunnels; ceci explique, en tre autres, pourquoi 
les torrents et lacs d 'eau de fusion sont si communs le long des ri ves d es glaciers, pourquoi les eskers, qui 
son t genera lement consideres comme ayant e te formes par des canaux sous-glaciaires, tenden t a s'aligner 
dans la direction genera le de I'ecoulement d e la glace avec une tendance a suivre le fond de la vallee et a 
traverser les o bstacles en leur point le plus bas, pourquoi ils sont typiquement interrompus lo rsqu ' ils traversent 
la crete d'une ondula tion, pourquoi ils contien nen t parfois d es fragments pre leves sur le lit pres de I'esker 
mais non exactemen t sur sa trajectoire et pourquoi il s semblen t se former surtout au cours des d erniers 
stades d 'une glac iation. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG . B ewegullg von Wasser ill .Gletschem. Ein Ne tzwerk von Durchlassen entlang von 
Dreifach-Kornverschneidungen ermoglicht das Durchsickern von Wasser durch das Eis temperierter 
G letscher. Das Deformationsvermogen des Eises erIaub t in Abhangigkeit von Druckiinderungen eine 
Enveiterung oder Verengung d el' Durchlasse ; Schmelzen der Durchlasswande durch Warme, die durch 
,"iskose Diss ipa tion erzeugt und durch auffri erendes \tVasser geleitet wird, verursacht ein stetiges Wachsen 
der grosseren Durchlasse a uf K osten der kl eineren. Som it ist das V erha lten d er Durchlasse im wesentlichen 
durch drei Grundtatsachen bestimmt: ( I) Die K apaz itat des Systems passt sich stand ig, wenn a uch nicht 
so fort , den Schwankungen im Schmelzwassernachschub an; (2) Die Richtung der Wasserbewegung wird 
vornehmlich durch den umgebenden Druck im Eis bes timmt, der seinerseits primar von del' Neigung d el' 
E isoberflache und sekundar von der loka len Topographic des G letscherbettes abhangt; und vor a llem 
(3) Das tetzwerk del' Durchlasse neigt dazu, sich mit del' Zeit baumartig zu verzweigen, mit einem T eil 
a n der Gletscheroberflache, d el' sehr einem gewohnlichen Flusssystem in einer Karstregion a hnel t, einem 
innerglazialen T eil , d el' baumartige Durchlasssysteme entha lt, die das E is vom Grund bis zur Oberflache 
durchsetzen, und einem subglazia len Teil , bes tehend a us Tunneln im E is, in d enen Wasser und Sedimenlc 
am G letscherbett entlanggefuhrt werden. Diese Tatsachen zeigen, dass eine blattfOrmige vVasserschich t 
am Grunde eines G letschers normalerweise instabil ist; die stabi le Fo rm sind Tunnels. Da ruber hinaus 
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erkla ren sie neben anderen Erscheinungen, warum Schmelzwasserstriime und Seen am Gletscherra nd so 
haufig auftreten; warum Esker, deren Entstehung allgemein in subglazia len Kanalen angenommen wird, 
in der HauptAiessrichtung des Eises verlaufen mit e iner T endenz, Talbiiden zu folgen und Wasserscheiden 
an ihren niedrigsten Stellen zu Uberqueren ; waru m sie beim Queren von RUcken so typisch unzusam
m enhangend sind ; warum sie manchmal Bruchsrucke van Gestein d es U ntergrundes enthalten, das zwar 
nahe am Esker a nsteht, aber nicht van ihm erfasst wird, und warum sie si ch anscheinend meistens wahrend 
der Spatstadjen einer Vergletscherung gebildet haben. 

MECHANICS OF WATER PASSAGES 

The water in temperate glaciers comes from a variety of sources. Melt water produced 
at the surface is by far the most important ; its volume is ordinarily orders of magnitude 
greater than the others. Melt water produced within the ice by heat generated by the internal 
deformation and at the bed by geothermal heat from below and by heat conducted down the 
pressure-m elting gradient from above is also significant, and is typically of the order of 10 mm 
of water per year per unit area of bed. Other very minor sources of water are melting due to 
increases in concentration of solutes, such as a ir or salts, in the glacier, to increases in pressure, 
and to viscous dissipation in the layer of melt water at the bed . 

R ecent observations (Nye and Frank, in press) prove the existence of a network of water
filled passages situated along the three-grain intersections in polycrystalline ice under hydro
static stress. In nonhydrostatically stressed ice, however, the conditions for existence of the 
passages are considerably more restricted (Lliboutry, 197 1, p. 18- 20 ; ye and Mae, 1972). 
Nevertheless, considering the multitude of orientations a nd interconnections of its three
grain intersections, typical temperate glacier ice almost certainly is at least slightly permeable 
to the flow of water. If so, then , taking account also of the larger passages through the ice, 
such as moulins and glacier tunnels, water can move through a glacier in a manner somewhat 
analogous to the movement of ground water through permeable cavernous limestone. 

I ce is far more deformable than limestone, however, so that passages in it can expand and 
contract significantly in response to the normal increases and decreases in water pressure on 
their walls relative to the ambient pressure in the enclosing ice, as originally pointed out by 
Glen (1954) and recognized by Nye and Frank (in press) . The two pressures therefore tend 
to equalize, and so Nye and Frank considered them to be approximately equal. In reality, 
however, melting of the passage walls by heat generated by viscous dissipation or carried by 
above-freezing water (from the surface, for example) continually tends to enlarge the passages. 
This in turn tends to lower the pressure in them, and is therefore compensated by inward 
flow age of the ice. Moreover, it causes the larger passages in the network gradua lly to increase 
in size at the expense of the smaller ones, because more heat relative to wall area is carried 
by above-freezing water and generated by viscous dissipation in the larger passages than in 
the smaller ones. Thus, the behavior of the water passages is primarily the result of three 
basic characteristics: ( I) the capacity of the sys tem of passages continually adjusts, though 
not instantly, to increases or decreases in the supply of melt water; (2) in a steady state the 
pressure, and hence the movement, of water iri them is governed primarily by the ambient 
pressure in the enclosing ice and secondarily by the rate of melting of the passage walls; 
a nd , most important, (3) because of the differen tial growth of the larger passages, the network 
of passages tends in time to become arborescent, with tributaries joining into ever-larger 
trunk passages, like a three-dimensional river network. As will be seen, these three charac
teristics readily explain many puzzling features of glacier hydraulics a nd glacial deposits. 

Movement if water. These considerations can readily be made more quantitative. Assume 
as a rough approximation that the passages have circular cross-sections, which is the stable 
form for a contracting hole (Nye, 1965). Let pw and Pi be the water pressure in the passage 
and the ambient pressure in the enclosing ice at the same level; let a and ti be the radius of 
the passage and its rate of increase; let M be the rate of melting of the passage wall (that is, 
thickness melted away per unit time) ; and, following standard practice (Nye, 1953, p . 478-
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80), assume that to good approximation the ice is isotropic and incompressible and deforms 
according to the flow law 

in which n and A are constants and E and T are the effective strain-rate a nd effective shear 
stress. Then straightforward dimensional analysis shows that, provided the passage remains 
circular and variations in surface energy are negligible, 

1

a. - MI'ln pw = pi + KnA - a- sign (a- M), 

where K is a function of the general rate of deformation of the ice beyond the influence of 
the passage. If there is no general deformation, then K = I (Nye, 1953, p. 48'2 ) . In the 
majority of cases Pi is to good approximation equal to the pressure due to the weight of the 
overlying ice, that is, 

Pi = Pig (H - z ), 

where Pi is the d ensity of ice, g is the acceleration due to gravity, H is the elevation of the ice 
surface, a nd z is the elevation of the point considered. 

The water tends to move through the network of passages in the direction of the negative 
of the gradient of the potential <1>, which is given by 

<1> = <1>o+ Pw + Pwgz, 

or, com bining with Equations ('2 ) and (3), by 

<1> = <1>o+ Pi gH +( pw - Pi )g z+KnA la-:M I'ln sign (a- M), (5) 

in which pw is the density of water and <1>0 is an arbitrary constant. This equation is the same 
as that of ye and Frank (in press ) except for the additional term involving the melting 
rate. Strictly, <1> is defined only within the water-filled passages, but with suitable cau tion 
it is permissible and more convenient for most purposes to treat it as if it were defin ed 
throughoClt the ice. 

As remarked by ye and Fra nk (in press), the situation is very similar to that of a liquid 
phase moving through the mantle of the earth (Frank, 1968), except that in the mantle H 
is essentially constant, pw is less than Pi, and therefore the liquid moves upward, whereas in 
a glacier H varies with position, pw is greater than Pi, and the water moves steeply downward 
in the direction of the surface slope. 

It is worth emphasizing that it is not high hydrostatic pressure per se that causes the water 
to move, nor is it necessarily a gradient in pressure, even were the ice incapable of responding 
to changes in discharge, for both high h ydrostatic pressure and a gradient of pressure exist 
in any deep body of standing water. Rather it is the gradient of the excess of pressure over 
hydrostatic that causes flow. 

Differential growth of passages. Consider two passages of radii a and b and the same length 
a nd slope connecting the sam e two nearby points in the ice and j ointl y carrying a fixed 
discharge Q. Thus, at corresponding points 

(6) 
and 

a constant, where the subscripts refer to the respective passages. Substituting Equation (5) 
into Equation (6) gives 

a - AI" b- MIJ 
- a- = -b- (8) 
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Then eliminating b by means of the relationship 

. . oQa/oa 
b = - a aQb/ob' 

obtained by differentiating Equa tion (7) leads to 

a = (~a_ ~b)/G+i ~~:~ ~:). 

(9) 

( 10) 

I[ a is positive for a greater than b, the larger passage will increase in size at the expense of the 
sma ller, except for the very smallest passages, where (Nye and Frank, in press) this tendency 
will be opposed by an increase in surface energy. 

The problem, therefore, is to find the conditions under which the right-hand side of 
Equation (10) is positive. As a first step, it can be shown that the denominator is always 
positive and hence does not affect the sign of a. Noting that 

Qa = 7Ta Z V 

and rewriting it in terms of the R eynolds number 

(Re) = 2pwaV/fL , ( 12 ) 

where V is the mean velocity of water in the passage a nd fL is its viscosity, gives 

7TfLa (Re) 
Qa = . (13) 

2p·.v 

The R eynolds number (Re), however, is an implici tly known function of a, because the 
resistance coefficient j, defined by 

] = 
16pwa3 0cJ> /os 

fL 2 (Re)z ( 14) 

in which s is the distance a long the passage in the direction of flow, is an experimentally known 
function of (Re). Thus, taking logarithms of both sides of Equation (14) , differentiating with 
respect to In (Re), and using Equation ( 13) and the fact that ocJ>/os is to be treated as constant, 
and hence Qa as a function only of a, leads to 

oQ a Q ( 0 In] ) / ( 0 In] ) 
oa = ~ 5+ 0 In (Re) 2+ 0 In (Re) , ( 15) 

which is positive except if 
o In] 

- 5 < 0 In (Re) < - 2. ( 16) 

But 0 In] /o In (Re) can never be less than - 2 , because, if it were, the discharge in a pipe of 
fixed diameter would decrease with increasing pressure gradient. Therefore, oQa/oa is 
a lways positive and hence so is the denominator in Equation ( IQ) . Thus, for a > b, a is 
positive, and the network of passages tends to become arborescent, if Mala > NIb /b. 

I[ the melting rate is entirely due to local viscous dissipation in the water passage, then 

Ma = 
Qa[(1 - k) ocD /os+ kpwg oz /os] 

27Tapi A 

in which A is the latent heat of fusion of the ice and k = pwcwy, where Cw is the specific heat 
capacity of the water and y is the rate of decrease of melting temperature of ice with pressure. 
The terms involving k in the numerator account for the heat required to adjust the water to 
the melting temperature, which in general changes down-stream. As pointed out by 
R bthlisberger (1972) , this term is not negligible, inasmuch as k = 0.313. Next, dividing 
both sides by a, differentia ting with respect to a, and using Equation (15) gives 
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o( Ma /a) = M ct (1 
ca a2 

a In f ) / ( a ln f ) a In (Re) 2 + a In (Re) . 

T his is positive if 

- 2 < 
0 ln1 

o ln (Re) < I , 
( 19) 

that i , if on the usual double-Iogaritltmic plot the curve of resista nce coefficient ve rsus 
R eynolds number has slope less than I . Comparison with the experimental curves (for 
example, Rouse, 1938, p. 250, or Schlichting, 1955, p . 4 18) shows tha t, unless the relative 
roughness increases improbably rapidly with increasing R eynolds number, this would a lways 
be the case. Thus, M a/a > Mb/b for a > b, and therefore viscous dissipa tion causes the 
larger passage to increase in size a t the expense of the smaller. 

An ana lysis of the effect of heat carried by a bove-freezing water fl'om, say, the surface 
could be carried out by well-known m ethods (for example, Bird and others, 1960, p. 396-
407), but would be much more difficult, because in this case the ra te of melting in any given 
short segment of passage, and hence the rate of tempera ture drop along it, is dependent on 
the mean temperature of the wa ter in it, so tha t the rate of m elting at any one point in the 
system is dependent upon conditions throughout the sys tem. Nevertheless, it may be a ntici
pa ted tha t a similar result would be found, inasmuch as m ore heat rela tive to wall a l'ea is 
carried in the larger passages just as more heat rela tive to wall area is genera ted in them. 
M oreover, even for temperatures only very slightly above freezing the effect would be m uch 
larger. This can be seen by solving for the temperature drop -08/05 per unit distance in 
the direction of flow required to make the two melting rates equal. The melting ra te due to 
the heat carri ed by the water is 

Q aPwC 00/05 
27Tapi A Ala = 

where C is the specific heat capacity of water. Equating to the m elting ra te due to viscous 
dissipa tion given by Equation ( 17) and solving for - 08/05 gives a temperature drop of 
0.2 deg km- I, assuming tha t the passage is oriented straight down the gradient of (t> , a nd 
neglecting the small effect of the melting ra te on the gradient of (l> . For a horizonta l passage 
in the d irec tion of a typical surface gradient grad H of 10 m km- I, the d rop would be only a 
tenth as much . 

T he heat genera ted by viscous dissipation alone can easily produce significant cha nges in 
the network of wa ter passages in the space of a single melt season. The m elting ra tes in the 
two cases just discussed , for example, would be approximately 150 m a - I and 5 m a - I, 
ass uming a passage I m in diam eter with a rela tive roughness of 10- 2 a nd using the resistance 
formula for the completely rough regime (Schlichting, 1955, p . 422). 

Di rect evidence of significant melting of passage walls and the resul tan t inward Aow of 
ice is present on ma ny glaciers in the form of "conAuent structures" (see Taylor, 1963, p . 744, 
for excellent photograph), which a re usually a ttributed to collapse of aba ndoned moulins 
(Taylor, 1963, p . 746) rather than to flow toward active passages. 

Near the glacier surface the m elting enlarges m oulins so much rela tive to the inAow of 
ice that the wa ter falls freely in them to great depth. For the same reason subglacial passages 
debouching into surface streams are only partially fill ed by the water Aowing in them for 
some dista nce a bove their outlets. For instance, taking the previous example of a n englacia l 
passage in which the mel ting rate is 150 m a - I, making the conservative over-estimate that 
this rate occurs even in the enla rged upper parts of the moulin, which are partia lly fi lled 
with a ir a t atmospheri c pressure, and using Equations (2) and (3) with the values for n a nd A 
given by Shreve and Sharp (1970, p . 84), shows that the point a t which the di ameter na rrows 
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to 1 m , and hence the level of the water surface in the moulin, would li e at least 250 m 
below the ice surface. 

The strong diurnal variations in run-off from temperate glaciers (Collier, 1958, p . 353; 
M eier and Tangborn, 1961 , p . B-15- B-16 ; Mathews, 1964[a] , p. 294; Paterson, 1964, p . 279, 
282,283) and the short travel times of dye through them (M eier, 1965, p. 762 ) agree with the 
conclusion advanced here that their drainage is through relatively large passages rather than 
narrow capillaries within the ice or a thin sheet under it, as implied by M eier (1965, p. 762 ) , 
though it does not prove it, as pointed out by Pater on ( I965, p . 875) . 

Non-steady states. For the sake of simplicity these effects have been discussed as if the rate 
of supply of melt water were fixed and a steady state attained, whereas on an actual glacier 
it varies with daily and annual cycles and fluctuates erratically with changes in weather, 
so that a steady state is never quite attained. The possible non-steady, or transient, states 
are much more difficult to discuss than the steady state, because the response at anyone 
point d epends in part on conditions in the whole system of passages rather than only on those 
in the immediate vicinity. Perhaps the most important characteristic of the sys tem is the 
great disparity in response times of the water and the ice. Because the water table in the 
steady state stands som e distance below the ice surface, as pointed out in connection with 
moulins, changes in water supply from this state will quickly change the level of the water 
table, which in turn will a lmost instantaneously be refl ected in changes in both pressure and 
discharge, and hence the melting rate, throughout the sys tem. The maximum changes 
possible are those that either raise the water table to the glacier surface, as during the peaks 
of summer melting, or lower it nearly to the glacier bed, as during the depths of winter freez
ing. The response of the ice, however, will be propagated through the sys tem much less 
rapidly as kinematic waves (Lighthill and Whitham, 1955), as previously pointed out by Nye 
and Frank (in press ). In this case, however, the relationship between flow and concentration 
(that is, between discharge and stage, in hydrological terms) will be a partial differential 
equation instead of a simple functional relationship. Moreover, for large variations, it will 
be non-linear, owing to the non-linear response of the ice. Broadly speaking, the sys tem of 
passages will tend to ignore more or less the short-term fluctuations in water supply but to 
follow closely the long-term ones. The dividing line between the two types of res ponse will 
be gradational and will depend on such factors as size, positions, and interconnections of the 
passages, rates of melting of the walls, and magnitude of the change in discha rge. An estimate 
based on the strong diurna l variations in run-off a nd on the limited data on variations of 
water table (Shreve and Sharp, 1970, p. 68, 71 - 73) and water pressure (Mathews, 1964[b] , 
p. 236- 40) in glaciers, is that it is at least of the order of a week but probably not of the 
order of months. Thus, depending on its characteristics, a particular passage in the system 
will tend to flu ctuate about the steady state appropriate to the average water suppl y of the 
preceding week or weeks. 

GLACIAL DRAINAGE SYSTEM 

As already pointed out, the growth of the larger passages at the expense of the smaller 
will lead to progressive capture of drainage by the largest passages and hence the gradua l 
development of a rborescent networks of passages, much like ordinary river systems. Dra inage 
systems in temperate glaciers during the melt season, however, will consist of three distinct 
parts, which for convenience may be termed superglacial, englacial, and subglacial. In subpolar 
glac iers that are at the melting temperature only at or near their beds, or in temperate glaciers 
during winter, a ll of the superglacial part and some or a ll of the englacial pa rt will be missing. 

Superglacial part. The superglacial part will be the most like an ordinary river system. 
It will consist of ne tworks of surface rivulets and channels that eventua lly enter the englacial 
system through moulins or crevasses, much like the run-off in a karst region. It will exist 
onl y during the tra nsient periods when the capacities of the englacial and subglacia l sys tems 
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a re adjusting to increases in melt-wa ter production at the surface. Except on valley glaciers 
and near the m argins of ice sheets, where rock debris is commonly present on the ice surface, 
i t p robably will not carry clastic sediments. 

E nglacial part. The englacia l part will consist of literally tree-like sys tems of passages 
penetrating the ice from bed to surface. Som e of the larger passages will reach a ll the way to 
the surface as moulins to receive the superglacial r un-off, but m ost will divide and redivide 
upward to drain the water percolating downward through the anastomosing three-dimensiona l 
network formed b y the very smallest passages, namely, the system of capillari es discussed by 
Nye a nd Frank (in press) . The large cavities that on rare occasions a re intersected a t depth 
during drilling operations on glaciers (Savage and Pa terson, 1963, p. 4522 ; Shreve a nd Sharp, 
1970, p. 68) may be trunk passages of the englacial drainage system. The genera l direc tion 
of drainage will be perpendicula r to the equipotentials of <D, which in turn will dip up-glacier 
a t an average angle 

IX = arctan [Pi [grad H [!( PW - Pi )], 

found from Equation (5) ; tha t is, they will slope downward in the up-glacier direction with 
a gradient approximately 1 I times tha t of the surface. 

The average equipotential surfaces are dimpled at the water passages owing to the in
ward flow of ice required to balance the melting of the passage walls. The a rgument showing 
that the larger passages will grow at the expense of the smaller implies also that the larger 
passages will produce the larges t dimples, which is another m echanism tending to divert 
drainage to them . 

Subglacial part. The subglacial part of the drainage system will be more complex and 
interesting than the other two, because of the presence of a sediment load a nd because of the 
influence of bed topography. It is the only part to leave a permanent record after the glacier 
is gone. It will receive large increm ents of discharge at points where the trunk passages of 
the englacial part of the system reach the glacier bed , somewhat as a river system in a ka rst 
region is fed by large springs. Much or all of its sediment load will be d erived by m elting of 
the debris-laden basal ice and by erosion of the glacier bed. 

The subglacia l passages will follow the lines of steepest ra,te of decrease of ct> on the g lacier 
bed (see W eer tman, 1966, p. 206- 07, for the derivation of a similar result [or a thin sheet of 
water a t the glacier bed, except for the term involving m elting rate) . Thus, on a level bed 
they will trend in the direction of surface slope, and h ence the di rection of fl ow, of the ice. 
Where the bed is not level, they will still trend in the general direction of ice flow, but will 
tend to follow valley floors a nd to cross divides at their lowes t points. These inferences exactly 
d escribe the behavior of eskers (Flint, [1 971 J, p . 2 15- 16; Charleswor th , 1957, p . 42 1) and 
tunnel valleys (Embleton and King, 1968, p. 279- 80), the bulk of which are genera lly con
sidered to have been formed by wa ter flowing in subglacial passages (Flint, [1 97 I] , p . 2 16- 18 ; 
Embleton and King, 1968, p . 279- 80, 369- 70) . In genera l, the steeper the ice surface, the 
less the subglacia l passages will be influenced by bed topography. 

T he equipoten tia ls of <D near the bed will dip up-glacier in a genera l way as described by 
Equations (5) a nd (2 1), but will be distor ted by the pressures induced in the ice by flow over 
su bglacial topography. The pressure will be elevated on the up-glacier side of a hill or 
transverse ridge, for example, and therefore the equipotentia ls will be d epressed there. 
Analysis of this a nd other effects of the large-scale bed topography ough t to be possible by 
an a pproach simila r to tha t recently used by CoIl ins (1968) , N ye (1969), a nd Budd ( I970[aJ, 
Cb] ) to ana lyze ice fl ow over non-planar beds. 

Even without deta iled ana lysis, however, it is easy to see tha t the spacing of equipotentials 
is closes t, and hence the transporting capacity of subglacia l passages will be la rgest, near 
transverse ridge crests, in agreem ent with the commonly observed fac t that eskers a re likely 
to be discontinuous where they cross divides (Flint, [1 971] , p . 2 15) . 
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As another example, it is easy to see that the typical outward slope of the ice surface near 
glacier margins results in a gradient of <D that drives the englacial and subglacial waters 
outward , except in those special situations where the equipotentials dip less steeply than the 
valley wall. Such situations are favored by low marginal ice slopes, by steep valley walls, 
and by bedrock spurs or bosses that depress the equipotentials . This explains why marginal 
melt-water streams and shallow lakes are so common (Flint, [197 I] , p. 228- 32 ; Charlesworth , 
1957, p. 460- 61 ; Embleton and King, 1968, p. 272- 73), especially against gently sloping 
hillsides (Embleton and King, 1968, p. 272 ), and are most typical of active glaciers (Embl eton 
and King, 1968, p. 273), which will tend to have steeper marginal slopes. 

Subglacial lakes (Charlesworth, 1957, p. 455; Embleton and King, 1968, p. 425) will 
form in closed areas of lower <D, just as ordinary lakes form in closed areas of lower elevation, 
and like ordinary lakes they should be sites of deltaic and relatively quiet-water sedimentation. 
Deposits answering this description occur in esker systems (Flint, [1971] , p . 21 5, 2 18; 
Charlesworth, 1957, p . 421 ), but have generally been interpreted as proglacial rather than 
subglacial , in part at least because subglacial origin usually has not even been considered as 
a possibility. 

Because the presence of a subglaciallake significantly influences the flow of the nearby ice, 
the position of the lake and the shape of its ice roof are not easy to deduce quantitatively. A 
qualitative guess is that the lake would be displaced somewhat down-glacier and its roof would 
dip up-glacier less steeply at the up-glacier and down-glacier edges and more steeply in the 
middle than the highest closed equipotential surface of (D calculated as if the lake were not 
present. 

The shape of subglacial passages carrying water and sediment, such as those in which 
apparently most tunnel valleys were carved and most eskers were deposited , presents a some
what different problem . In this case the general flow of the ice is not much affected , and the 
important processes are flow toward the passage and melting of the walls. VVithout melting, 
the stable form of the passage is broad and flat , owing to the greater demity of wa ter com
pared to ice. This may be the situation in which tunnel valleys are produced, and it is 
essentially the situation envisaged by Weertman (1966) in his analysis of the effect a basal 
water layer will have on an ice sheet. With melting, on the other hand, the stable form is 
tunnel-like, owing to the higher melting rate in the larger parts of the passage. In this case 
the sheet-like water layer envisaged by Weertman is unstable, and it would exist only 
transiently during periods of rapid increase in discharge or decrease in melting rate in the 
passages. Thus, a relatively high rate of melting, and probably, therefore , a substantial 
supply of surface melt water, appears to be necessary for the formation of eskers. This might 
account for the observation (Charlesworth, 1957, p. 423, 428 ; Wright, unpublished ) that 
tunnel valleys are often early features , perhaps formed when the surface ice was still sub
freezing, whereas eskers are usually late features . The argument also shows that a small esker 
in a wide tunnel valley could have been formed with no decrease in discharge of the subglacial 
stream, or even with an increase, because of the lower resistance to flow of the tunnel-like 
shape. 

The inflow of debris-laden basal ice in response to the melting of the passage walls would 
carry sediment to the subglacial stream somewhat as mass movement on slopes carries it to 
ordinary rivers. This explains why esker sediments are typically closely similar to the till in 
the vicinity (Flint, [1971] , p. 2 15; Charlesworth , 1957, p. 42 I ; Embleton and King, 1968, 
p. 378- 79) and why they sometimes contain fragm ents from bedrock outcrops near the esker 
but not actually crossed by it (Trefethen and Trefethen, 1944, p. 525- 27). In addition, the 
faster inflow of basal debris closer to the subglacial passage might account for some of the 
marginal troughs that commonly flank eskers (Charlesworth, 1957, p. 420). 

The pseudo-anticlinal structure of the bedding in many eskers, which in part may be due 
to slumping of the side slopes but in at least some cases is clearly primary (Sharp, 1953, 
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p. 872 ; Flint, [1971], p. 215- 16 ; Charlesworth, 1957, p. 421; Embleton and King, 1968, 
p. 369), suggests that during deposition much or all of the surface of the esker in such cases 
must have been in contact with the water, rather than with the ice walls. This requires 
secondary currents flowing upward along the flanks of the growing esker, for otherwise 
sediment would move down the slopes and eventually be deposited in flat beds. Secondary 
currents are a well known feature of turbulent flow in non-circular pipes. They generally 
Row toward sharp corners from the central region of the pipe, then outward along the walls 
(Rouse, 1938, p. 266-68; Schlichting, 1955, p. 414- 16) . In a subglacial passage of arched 
cross-section this would mean flow upward along the side walls and inward across the floor 
of the passage and up the sides of the esker, just as required. 

The size of the passage is determined primarily by the gradient of <D along it and the 
amount of discharge through it, and secondarily by the roughness of its walls. Assuming 
reasonable values for these quantities and calculating the size of the corresponding passage 
by means of the resistance formula for the completely rough regime (Schlichting, 1955, 
p. 422) gives results comparable to the range of sizes observed in eskers. For example, a 
passage of semicircular cross-section that contains an esker of isosceles-triangular cross-section 
as wide as the passage but only half as high would have a width of about 20 m, assuming 
it carries 500 m 3 S- I of water (comparable to the discharge of an ordinary alluvial river 
about 250 m wide), lies beneath ice with a surface slope of 5 m.km - I , and has an effective 
wall roughness of 0.05 m . Increasing the discharge, decreasing the surface slope, and 
increasing the roughness by a factor of 10 would respectively increase this wid th by factors 
of2-4, 1.5, and 1.2. For the opposite changes the factors would be 0.4, 0.7, and 0.9. Differences 
in the longitudinal gradient of the passage would have less than a tenth the effect of equal 
differences in surface slope, as may be seen from Equation (5) . Thus, the conditions most 
conducive to the formation of large eskers in subglacial passages appear to be large discharge 
and low surface gradient, in agreement with the field evidence that they ~ e ::m to be deposited 
mostly during the later stages of glaciation , when melting and down-wasting of the ice are 
greatest (Flint, [1971], p. 216) . 
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